
July 17, 2020
Dear Shalom School Families,
 
As you may already know, Governor Newsom today released new guidance that all K – 12 public and private
schools in counties on the Coronavirus watchlist should not open until they have been off that list for at least
14 days. Sacramento County, like most California counties, is on that list. As such, we will not be able to open
Shalom School until Sacramento County has been off the list for 14 days. Given the fact that the first day of
school is fast approaching, we have made the decision to begin our Kindergarten through 6th grade program
in distance education mode beginning August 19th. Please look for more specific information about class
schedules, borrowing devices, and additional details in the coming weeks. 
 
Though none of us were hoping for continued distance education, we have nonetheless been planning for that
contingency and have only continued to grow and refine our ability to teach effectively remotely. Every
elementary class will have daily synchronous classes (via Zoom and/or other live platforms) with robust and
engaging lessons and activities, and we will also have specials, physical education, and academic support and
enrichment as appropriate. Strong communication with parents and deep connections between teachers and
students will remain critical parts of our program. 
 
The governor did not include Early Childhood programs in the guidance regarding closures today. We will be
reviewing the most recent information about ECE programs from local and state authorities, as well as
consulting with medical and public health experts, and will be making decisions about any changes to our Early
Childhood program in the coming days. 
 
We know that the rapidly changing situation and ongoing uncertainty is incredibly stressful for all of us. Please
know that we remain committed first and foremost to the safety of all our children, staff, and families and
that we also plan to reopen as soon as it is safe for us to do so. In fact, we believe that our already robust
reopening plans and small size mean that we will be able to reopen more quickly and effectively as soon as it is
safe to do so. Please don’t hesitate to be in touch with questions, and look for additional information from us
in the weeks ahead.
 
Shabbat shalom,
 
Nancy

Shalom School's mission is to provide each child with an outstanding
education in a nurturing environment that is academically excellent,
inclusive, innovative, and inspired by Jewish values and traditions.
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